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Internal Helical Wire:
- Polypropylene Coated Steel
- Galvanized Steel
- Stainless Steel

External Helical Wire:
- Polypropylene Coated Steel
- Galvanized Steel
- Stainless Steel

Ferrule:
- Coated Steel
- Stainless Steel

Tailpiece:
- Carbon Steel
- 316 Stainless Steel
- PTFE Coated

Flanged Ends:
- Carbon Steel
- Stainless Steel

Abrasion and Ozone Resistant Outer Cover

Multiple Polypropylene Layers

Seamless Tubes

Multiple Polypropylene Layers

Polypropylene or Fluoropolymer Inner Layers

Chart CHM-1

Made-To-Order (MTO):
Due to the complex nature of chemical products and the vast range of chemical properties commonly used in the industry today we can supply 
you with a MTO Composite Hose to suite your specifi c needs.  Chart CHM-1 shows the breakdown and separate layers of composite hose.

Composite hose is manufactured from multiple tight-wound thermoplastic fi lms and tubes that create a barrier to permeation.  Specialized 
manufacturing process techniques assures the proper gauge and pitch of the inner and outer wires to ensure conformity and consistency
every time!  The result is a truly fl exible thermoplastic composite hose that doesn’t kink or collapse with exceptional service life and offers 
superior safety and performance  for the transfer of liquids or vapour (not for use with abrasive products)..  It offers a much better “force-to-
bend” rating as compared to traditional rubber hoses.  It is commonly chosen where user handling is of prime importance and can be used 
for suction or discharge of gasoline, diesel, biofuels, paraffi n, 100% aromatics, and various chemicals (refer to chemical charts) in tank 
truck, railcar, ship-to-shore, or in  plant service.  As compared to conventional rubber hose, composite hose has up to a four times smaller 
bend radius and can weigh 30% less than more bulky and less fl exible rubber hoses.  Furthermore, in the event of a hose failure, composite 
hose will not “burst” like a rubber hose but will “weep” liquids.  Due to its construction, composite hose is not designed for very abusive or 
abrasive applications.  It must be noted that due to its “rough” bore, composite hose will typically restrict fl ow by 10- 15% as compared to 
smooth bore rubber hose, with some more economical compos ite brands reaching up to 25%.
As for competing manufacturer brands of composite hose, we source the overall best “value” product as there are many performance variables 
that separate cost effective brands with more high-end manufacturers.  Typically, the durability of a composite hose can be greatly affected 
with the wire gauge thickness, the wire pitch, the number of fi lm layers, and the overall quality of materials within the hose construction. 
One must also take into consideration how abrasion and weather resistant the cover is as manufacturers can use a wide variety of materials 
and compositions.  All of our composite hoses have a heavier gauge and closer pitched internal and external wire than on most competing
brands, the result being a hose with a recessed body that is far less susceptible to external cover abrasion and mechanical damage.

CMP

Inner Wire... provides structural support and crush resistance. 
Galvanized Steel, Stainless Steel, Aluminum or Special Polypropylene 
covered inner wire available to provide optimal chemical compatibility 
and maximum hose service life.

Polypropylene Inner Fabric... provides resistance to 
chemical attack and protects fi lm layers and end fi ttings from abrasion. 
Reinforced fabrics provide pressure capabilities and protect barrier 
fi lm layers.  

Polyester and Polypropylene Layers... handle virtu-
ally all solvents, and are compatible with the vast majority of commonly 
transported chemicals at normal transfer temperatures.
They are unaffected by 100% aromatics and prevent permeation 
by polar and non-polar liquids.  Tefl on-FEP (Fluorinated Ethylene/
Polypropylene) and PTFE (Polyterafl uorethlene) liners are available 
(NL4275/NL4280) to handle more corrosive chemicals that would 
attack standard materials.

PVC-Impregnated Cover... prevents
hose abrasion, and provides UV and Ozone 
resistance.

Stripe Colour-Coded... for product 
identifi cation.

Outer Wire... provides over-all hoop strength, 
structural integrity and double electrical continuity. 
Galvanized Steel or Stainless Steel is available.

External Swaged Hose Fittings... 
Achieve perfect union and assure performance 
up to rated burst pressure.

Engineered from inner wire to colour 
coded cover for maximum service and 
compatibility ...

WILLCOX CHEMICAL TRANSFER COMPOSITE HOSE
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NL4250 Poly/Galv 
#3081 (Standard) NL4255 HD Poly/Galv Grey/White #3091 (Standard), 

optional NL4256 Green/Yelllow available 

NL4265 Poly/
SS316 #3094

NL4200/4300 ~ WILLCOX COMPOSITE CHEMICAL TRANSFER (POLYPROPYLENE LINED) CMP
Z15

Grey/White #3091 (Standard)

Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +800C (1800F) or higher depending on product being conveyed. 
Construction*: All have multiple layers of polypropylene fabric & polyester fi lms with a PVC coated cover.
NL4250 PG Series -  Interior:  Polypropylene coated steel helix.  Exterior: Dark blue (no stripe) with a galvanized steel wire. 
NL4255 & NL4360 PG Series -  Interior: Polypropylene coated steel helix. Exterior:  Light grey (white stripe) with a galvanized steel wire.
NL4265 PS Series -  Interior:  Polypropylene coated steel helix.  Exterior: Dark grey (white stripe) with a 316SS wire.
Typical Fittings:  Carbon or stainless steel permanently crimped or swaged composite hose ends, tested & certifi ed. N60006 Protective 
Sleeve & NHB Hosebuns.

Inside  Bend W.Pressure Vacuum Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part #  Radius @200C (700F) Rating lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
   Willcox #3081 Series PG Poly/Galv (Medium Duty - Standard)
 1-1/2” NL4250-150   4” 200 psi 29”/Hg .90 N    50-75
 2  NL4250-200   5 200 29 1.4 N    50-75
 3 NL4250-300   7 200 29 1.7 N    50-75
 4 NL4250-400   10 200 29 2.1 N    50-75

Willcox #3091 Series PG Poly/Galv (Heavy Duty - Premium)
 1”  NL4255-100   5” 250 psi 29”/Hg .90 C    50-75 ft
 1-1/2 NL4255-150   6 250 29 1.1 C    50-75
 2 NL4255-200 / A4255   7 250 29 1.4 B    50-75
 3 NL4255-300 / A4255   9 250 29 2.1 B    50-75
 4 NL4255-400 / A4255   11 250 29 2.5 B    50-75
 6  NL4360-600 (#3161)   22 250 29 7.2 N    50-75 ft
 8 NL4360-800 (#3161)   30 250 29 11.0 N    50-75

Willcox #3094 Series PS Poly/SS316 (Heavy Duty)
 2”  NL4265-200   7” 250 psi 29”/Hg 1.4 C    50-75 ft
 3 NL4265-300   9 250 29 2.1 C    50-75
 4 NL4265-400   11 250 29 2.5 C    50-75 
*Also available with Polypropylene 316 Stainless Steel internal helix NL4290-Size.
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NL4200/4300 SERIES ~ WILLCOX COMPOSITE PETROLEUM TRANSFER CMP
Z15

Newer cleaner burning alternative fuels like biodiesel derived from vegetable 
oils and E85 Ethanol produced from corn husk are now being added to current 
fuel supplies and refi neries. Unlike many rubber hose products that can degrade 
when exposed to these new alternative fuels, the Willcox existing product line is 
more than capable of safely transferring these new alternative products.  NL4300 
Rackmaster is a heavy duty premium hose for use on bottom loading arms, 
it also incorporates a unique fi re retardant barrier layer which allows it to be 
used for all fuels including aviation & JP fuels.  NL4320 is specifcally designed 
for ship-to-shore transfer and is manufactured in accordance to BS5842:1980 
& EN:13765 and eceeds USCG requirements 33CFR 154.500. For ordering 
popular assemblies refer to A4220/A4300 part #’s.

Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +800C (1800F);  see our Tefl on Composite for higher temperatures.
Construction:  All have multiple layers of polypropylene fabric & polyester fi lms with a PVC coated cover.
Interior:  Galvanized steel helix. Exterior:  NL4220 Black (no stripe), NL4300 Black (white stripe), NL4320 Dark blue cover.
Typical Fittings:  Carbon or stainless steel permanently crimped or swaged composite hose ends, tested & certifi ed.  N60006 Sleeve.

Inside  Bend W.Pressure Vacuum Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Radius @200C (700F) Rating lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
   Willcox #1081 Petro GG Series Galv/Galv Petromaster (Light Duty)
 2” NL4215-200   6” 200 29 1.0 N    50-75 ft
 3 NL4215-300   8 200 29 1.7 C    50-75
 4 NL4215-400   13 200 29 2.0 N    50-75 

Willcox #1091 Petro GG Series Galv/Galv Petromaster (Heavy Duty)
 1”  NL4220-100   4” 250 psi 29” .90 N    50-75 ft 
 1-1/2 NL4220-150   5 250 29 1.1 C    50-75
 2 NL4220-200 / A4220   6 250 29 1.4 C    50-75
 3 NL4220-300 / A4220   8 250 29 2.1 B    50-75
 4 NL4220-400 / A4220   13 250 29 2.5 B    50-75
   Willcox #1061 Petro GG Series Galv/Galv Rackmaster Bottom Loading Dock Hose (Heavy Duty - Premium)
 3”  NL4300-300 / A4300   8” 250 psi 29” 2.1 C    50-75 ft
 4 NL4300-400 / A4300   13 250 29 2.5 C    50-75 
   Willcox #1151 Petro GG Series Galv/Galv Marinemaster Ship-to-Shore Dock Hose (Heavy Duty)
 6”  NL4320-600   22” 250 psi 29” 7.2 N    50-75 ft
 8 NL4320-800   30 250 29 11.0 N    50-75
 10 NL4320-1000   38 200 29 15.0 N    50-75 
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NL4280 ~ WILLCOX COMPOSITE CHEMICAL TRANSFER (TEFLON LINED) CMP
Z15

Our PTFE Tefl on Lined Composite Chemical Transfer has the same handling 
characteristics as our other composite transfer hoses, but this hose incorporates 
tefl on fi lms for more durability when handling aggressive chemicals (refer to chem-
ical charts). Its tefl on composition also permits higher operating temperatures. 
Our NL4380 Marinemaster SG Dock hose is typically used for chemicals while 
the NL4385 Marinemaster GG Dock hose is typically used for high temperature 
petroleum unloading.

Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +1000C (2120F) or higher depending on product being conveyed.
Construction:  Multiple layers of PTFE Type 3 Tefl on fabric & fi lms..
Interior:  Galvanized steel helix. Exterior:  NL4220 Black (no stripe), NL4300 Black (white stripe), NL4320 Dark blue cover.
Typical Fittings:  Carbon or stainless steel permanently crimped or swaged composite hose ends, tested & certifi ed.  N60006 Sleeve.

Inside  Bend W.Pressure Vacuum Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Radius @200C (700F) Rating lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
          Willcox #4124 Chemical SS Series 316SS/316SS
 1” NL4280-100   4” 250 psi 29” .90 N    50-75 ft 
 1-1/2 NL4280-150   5 250 29 1.1 C    50-75
 2 NL4280-200   6 250 29 1.4 C    50-75
 3 NL4280-300   8 250 29 2.1 B    50-75
 4 NL4280-400   13 250 29 2.5 B   POR 50-75

product being conveyed.
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Flange Stem Only
Fixed Part# C10FX-Size, Floating Part # C10FF-Size, 

TTMA Part # N4300FX-Size
Available in Plain Carbon Steel (Suffi x CS), 316 Stainless 

Steel (Suffi x SS), Black Polypropylene (Suffi x PP)

Male NPT Stem Only
Part# C10-Size

Available in Plain Carbon Steel (Suffi x CS), 316 Stain-
less Steel (Suffi x SS), Black Polypropylene (Suffi x PP)

These ends are specifi cally for use on all of our NL4200/4300 Series Composite Hose.  The industry standard seals are nitrile rubber, and 
viton is available on special request only.  All stainless steel ends come standard with “plated carbon steel” external ferrules, but optional 
stainless ferrules are available on special request.

Ferrule Only
Part# WS-Size

Available in Carbon Steel (Suffi x CS), 316 Stainless 
Steel (Suffi x SS)

Carbon Steel 
(C10-SizeCS)

Stainless Steel 
(C10-SizeSS)

Carbon Steel Stainless Steel

Carbon Steel TTMA Flange
(N4300FX-Size)

CMP
NL4200/4300 ~ WILLCOX COMPOSITE HOSE ENDS

Carbon Steel Floating
(C10FF-SizeCS)

Stainless Steel Floating
(C10FF-SizeSS)

Carbon Steel Fixed 
(C10FX-SizeCS)

Stainless Steel Fixed 
(C10FX-SizeSS)

Camlock Stem Only
Female Camlock Part# C44-Size, Male Camlock, 

Part# C46-Size
Female Locking Part # C44L-Size

Available in Aluminum (Suffi x AL), 316 Stainless Steel 
(Suffi x SS) 

Aluminum Female
(C44-SizeAL)

Stainless Steel 
(C44L-SizeSS)

Aluminum Male
(C46-SizeAL)

For more information
refer to the:
Tank Truck Section - Pg. 254 

For more information 
refer to the:
Hose Protection & Cleaning Section - Pg. 638 

Nyloguard Protective Nylon Sleeving

When threading additional fi ttings onto assem-
blies with male NPT, do not put the hose ferrule 
into a vise - use multiple pipe wrenches to iso-
late the torque on the actual threads.  Do not put 
any torque on the area between the hose stem, 
ferrule, and internal seal. The compression and 
turning in a vise could damage the end seal.

For more information
refer to the:
Reels & Handling Section - Pg. 668 
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The Smart-HoseTM system features a unique, patented design that eliminates the potential for catastrophic consequences resulting from 
the uncontrolled release of product due to coupling ejection, hose stretching to an unsafe condition and/or hose separation.  Each Smart 
Hose assembly utilizes a plunger wedge or fl apper valve to instantly shut off the fl ow of product, in both directions, if the event the hose or 
coupling fails.  This makes it The World’s Safest Hose Assembly!
Smart-HoseTM incorporates a coated cable within the bore that is connected to the valve plunger, wedges, or fl apper.  This cable acts as a 
compression spring providing thrust in the direction of both ends of the hose, holding the plungers, wedges or valves fl apper open.  Should 
this thrust be eliminated due to coupling ejection, hose stretching or hose separation, the valve plunger, wedges or fl appers are released 
and instantly seat, stopping the fl ow in both directions.
Smart-Hoses are available for many different fl uid systems and applications.  They can be designed from several types of rubber, tefl on or 
metal hose products with a wide range of pressure and temperature requirements.

NSI
SMART-HOSETM SAFETY SYSTEM

CUSTOM MADE H.D. BALL JOINT METAL ARMOUR W/ HEAT RESISTANT INSULATION

CMP
NL4395 ~ CRYOFLEX 20 CRYOGENIC TRANSFER HOSE

NL4395 Cryofl ex 20 cryogenic hose is specially designed for the safe transfer of 
a wide range of ambient liquefi ed petroleum gases (LPG) and related conveyants 
such as butane, butane/propane mixtures, propane & refrigerant gasses down 
to -30°C (-20°F).  It is popular in railcar and tank operations.  Lower temperature 
hoses are available.  This hose is supplied standard with CAN/CGA-8-M86 Type 
1 certifi cation with Canadian Registration Number on all factory built assemblies, 
complete with hydrostatic test certifi cates. 

Temperature Range:  -300C (-200F) to +1350C (2750F).  Lower temperature hose are available.
Construction: Tube:  Multiple layers of polyamide fabrics and fi lms.  Cover:  Nylon with high tensile strength galvanized wire - white with 
yellow stripe.   Reinforcement:  High tensile strength galvanized steel wire.
Typical Fittings:  Factory built, tested & certifi ed assemblies only, Male NPT, Fixed x Floating Flanges, Hosebuns.

Our rugged, custom made galvanized steel or stainless steel armour can be put 
over a wide variety of rubber or metal hoses used for air, water, oxygen, hydraulic, 
grease, spray, steam, or chemical hoses from sizes 1/4” through to 10”.  It is 
used in extremely harsh environments, such as those involving excessive heat, 
direct fl ame,  heavy abrasion, punctures, severe fl exing, or where hose failure 
due to external elements must be eliminated.
In order to protect the conveying hose from external heat, a special heat resist-
ant insulation liner can be installed between the hose and the external ball joint 
metal armour.  The unique ball joint construction permits maximum fl exibility 
and reduced dragging friction whereas “interlocked” metal armour/hose is more 
rigid and diffi cult to handle.  
This is a unique, custom made product designed for specifi c applications only.  
Contact our Sales Department with the STAMPED information (Size, Temperature 
inside/outside, Application description, Medium being conveyed, Pressure rating, 
End type, and required Delivery Date).

For more information 
refer to the:
Welding, LPG & Steam Section - Pg. 65

Radio Frequency ID (RFID) tags are available 
to track hose details and  manage ongoing 
maintenance, testing and certifi cation for 
maximum safety & compliance!
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SB304/SB321/SB316 ~ STAINLESS STEEL BRAIDED HOSE

Available CSA Approved for propane, natural 
gas or anhydrous ammonia applications.

Available UL Listed for 
fl ammable liquids service.

SB hose is a corrugated stainless steel tube (helical corrugation on sizes to 1” 
and annular corrugation on larger sizes) with external stainless braiding.  It is 
commonly used in high temperature or highly corrosive applications where a 
rubber hose is not suitable.  It is also popular in “permanent” piping installations 
and short lengths (jumper) in potable water, cooling, steam, or other liquid applications 
where a “rubber hose” does not provide enough fl exibility or a long enough 
service life (ie. rubber and plastics will degrade when subject to the elements). 
Our standard is the 321SS tube with the 304SS single braided reinforcement 
(also available in double braided part #SD).  The braiding acts as a reinforcement 
to increase pressure ratings and prevent elongation - it is not designed to withstand 
dragging or abuse.  It is also available with no reinforcement (part SU) for vacuum 
or drain lines. 
In order to reduce the chance of failure, metal hoses cannot be “twisted/torqued” 
or fl exed on more than one plane - special care must be used during installation.  
Also, when fl ow velocity exceeds a certain value, resonant vibration can occur in 
hoses and lead to premature failure (increasing the hose ID or use of a liner can 
combat this problem).  If vibration is severe, contact us for application information. 
For CSA approved hoses (CR96-001) in propane, natural gas or anhydrous ammonia applications with pipe thread, use Sch80 Male NPT
ends (not standard Sch40 male NPT) and assemblies must be tested/certifi ed (part # TPGAS-).  CSA also requires hoses 3”  to 6” to be 
double braided for propane or natural gas applications.

We can also provide CRN numbers (Canadian Registration Number for Provincial Boilers Safety Association) for an additional charge (part # 
TCRN-xxx).  These are typically required for steam hose assemblies used in connection with any boiler, pressure vessel, or pressure piping 
system.  We also offer metal hoses for specialty applications, such as Chlorine, high pressure liquid nitrogen, oxygen, cryogenic, anhydrous 
ammonia, and others.  Some of these hoses must be cleaned, degreased, capped, and bagged after fabrication.

Temperature Range:  **Application & pressure dependent**  :  321 & 316 -1960C (-3210F) to +8160C (+15000F); 304SS +4500C (+8500F).
Construction: SB321:  Corrugated 321 stainless steel tube with a braided 304 stainless steel reinforcement; SB316: Corrugated 316L 
stainless steel tube with a braided 316 stainless steel reinforcement.
Typical Fittings:  Custom fabricated, weld-on permanent ends.  All ends are installed and tested by certifi ed welders to section IX of the ASME 
boiler and pressure vessel code.  All lengths are commonly measured by overall length (OAL) and ends are available in carbon steel, 304 
stainless, 316 stainless, or monel.  Contact us for minimum live length tables required for offset motions and applications subject to vibration.

Inside  Outside *W. Pressure Static Constant Weight  Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @+700F Bend Rad. Bend Rad. lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Price/ft Length

321 Stainless w/ 304 Braiding (single braid)
 1/4” SB321-025 .48” 2000 psi 1.5” 3.0” 0.16        Made to   Custom
 3/8 SB321-038 .64 1675 2.0 4.0 0.21 Order   Lengths
 1/2 SB321-050 .78 1075 3.0 5.0 0.26    
 3/4 SB321-075 1.05 1050 4.0 6.0 0.38        Made to   Custom
 1 SB321-100 1.35 800 4.5 7.0 0.57 Order   Lengths
 1-1/4 SB321-125 1.83 500 3.5 10.0 1.00    
 1-1/2 SB321-150 2.25 650 3.7 11.0 1.27    
 2 SB321-200 2.71 550 4.5 12.0 1.59        Made to   Custom
 2-1/2 SB321-250 3.47 275 5.0 13.0 2.15 Order   Lengths
 3 SB321-300 4.05 250 7.5 16.0 2.40    
 4 SB321-400 4.91 280 10.0 20.0 3.01        Made to   Custom
 6 SB321-600 7.05 200 15.0 30.0 5.05 Order   Lengths

316 Stainless w/ 316 Braiding (single braid)
 1/4” SB316-025 .48” 2000 psi 1.5” 3.0” 0.16        Made to   Custom
 3/8 SB316-038 .64 1675 2.0 4.0 0.21 Order   Lengths
 1/2 SB316-050 .78 1075 3.0 5.0 0.26    
 3/4 SB316-075 1.05 1050 4.0 6.0 0.38        Made to   Custom
 1 SB316-100 1.35 800 4.5 7.0 0.57 Order   Lengths
 1-1/4 SB316-125 1.83 500 3.5 10.0 1.00    
 1-1/2 SB316-150 2.25 650 3.7 11.0 1.27    
 2 SB316-200 2.71 550 4.5 12.0 1.59        Made to   Custom
 2-1/2 SB316-250 3.47 275 5.0 13.0 2.15 Order   Lengths
 3 SB316-300 4.05 250 7.5 16.0 2.40    
 4 SB316-400 4.91 280 10.0 20.0 3.01         

304 Stainless w/ 304 Braiding (single braid)
 1/4” SB304-025 .48” 2000 psi 1.5” 3.0” 0.16        Made to   Custom
 3/8 SB304-038 .64 1675 2.0 4.0 0.21 Order   Lengths
 1/2 SB304-050 .78 1075 3.0 5.0 0.26    
 3/4 SB304-075 1.05 1050 4.0 6.0 0.38        Made to   Custom
 1 SB304-100 1.35 800 4.5 7.0 0.57 Order   Lengths
*Working pressure is dependent upon the temperature of the application, the fi tting style, and the number of braids (contact us for manufacturer 
derating/correction factors as the temperature goes up).  For “double” braided hose, the working pressure can be multipled by x1.5 (as a GUIDE 
ONLY), the part # is SDxxx.
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Plain Male NPT Nipple (Sch40 & 80)
Part# MP_-xxx Sch40

Part# XM_-xxx Sch80 (Sch80 mandatory for CSA 
approval in propane, natural gas & anhydrous 

ammonia service)

Hex Head Solid Male NPT
Part# MH_-xxx

Fixed Flange (150lb & 300lb) 
Part# FX_-xxx 150lb, XX_-xxx 300lb

Floating/Lapjoint Flange (150lb 
& 300lb)

Part# FF_-xxx 150lb, XF_-xxx 300lb

Female Pipe Union (150lb & 300lb)
Part# UF_-xxx, XU_-xxx 300lb

Female JIC Swivel Weld-on
Part# FJ_-xxx

These ends are specifi cally for use on our SB stainless hose assemblies.  Prices include attaching charges (standard assembly part 
#’s are SB321SizeXLength-Fittings).  All fi ttings are installed and tested by certifi ed welders to section IX of the ASME boiler and pressure 
vessel code.  They are available in carbon steel (C), 304 stainless (4), or 316 stainless (6).  Carbon steel is NOT designed for low temper-
ature applications below -290C (-200F) - use stainless for applications subject to lower temperatures.

Victaulic Groove (Sch40)
Part# VG_-xxx

MTS
PERMANENT WELD-ON ENDS FOR STAINLESS BRAIDED HOSE

Sanitary Tri-Clamp
Part# SC_-xxx

Camlocks (Part A & D)
Part# CA_-xxx Part A, CD_-xxx Part D

Solid Female NPT Coupling
Part# FP_-xxx

TTMA Flange
Part# TT_-xxx

Weld Tube End
Part# ST_-xxx

Hex Head Male Swivel* NPT
*NOTE: These swivels are used for ease 

of installation only, they are not designed for 
continuous swiveling.

Part# MS_-xxx (Available in 1-1/2” & 2” only)
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HYS
NL525/530/535/540 ~ SAE100R14 TEFLON LINED SS BRAIDED

These are tefl on bored hoses with a 304 stainless steel cover which also acts 
as the reinforcement.  They can be used in a variety of fl uid, hydraulic, or gas 
applications where temperature, purity, or corrosion resistance are of prime 
concern, such as on short, low pressure steam lines (not for steam-cold water 
cycling), food grade beverage transfer lines (meets FDA 21 CFR 177.1550), 
chemical lines, or for truck/bus air compressor discharge.  Since the reinforcement 
is exposed and also acts as a cover, it is NOT designed for abusive or rugged 
environments.  Due to the rigid nature of tefl on tubing, special attention must be 
taken to prevent this hose from kinking or exceeding its bend radius (for additional 
bending capabilities refer to our NL535/540 Series Convoluted Tefl on Hose).
Our standard NL525 has a white tefl on tube; for applications where static electricity 
is a problem, please use our NL530 static conductive with a black tefl on tube or 
NL540 static conductive with a convoluted tefl on tube.  For chemical applications, 
always refer to a chemical resistance charts and drain after use.
Temperature Range:  Continuous:  -540C (-650F) to +2320C (4500F).  Steam only: to +2000C (3880F)
Construction: Tube:  White extruded 0.030” smooth bore Tefl on.  Cover and Reinforcement:  One braid of high tensile 304SS steel wire.
Typical Fittings:  NL525/530 Hose - N526xx brass permanent crimp, N525xx brass reusables, N527xx stainless permanent crimp, N528xx/
N529xx 2-piece permanent crimp.  NL535 Hose - N537xx stainless permanent crimp, N538xx 2-piece permanent crimp, Aeroquip OTC 
Crimp fi ttings.
Tefl on Tube  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 O.D. Part # Diameter @ 200C (680F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length

Standard White Tube
 3/16” NL525-04 .301” 3000 psi 2.0” .058 B    50-100 ft
 1/4 NL525-05 .365 3000 3.0 .078 C    50-100
 5/16 NL525-06 .433 2500 4.0 .098 B    50-100
 13/32 NL525-08 .524 2000 5.2 .126 A    50-100
 1/2 NL525-10 .633 1500 6.5 .154 A    50-100
 5/8 NL525-12 .763 1200 7.7 .190 B    50-75
 7/8 NL525-16 1.01 1000 9.0 .280 B    50-60 
 1-1/8 NL525-20 1.32 800 16.0 .369 C    40

Black Static Conductive Tube
 3/16” NL530-04 .301” 3000 psi 2.0” .058 N    100 ft
 1/4 NL530-05 .365 3000 4.0 .078 N    100
 5/16 NL530-06 .433 2500 4.0 .098 N    100
 13/32 NL530-08 .524 2000 5.2 .126 N    100
 1/2 NL530-10 .633 1500 6.5 .154 N    100

Convoluted White Tube
 1/2” (ID) NL535-08 .785” 1000 psi 1.0” .160 N    100 ft
 3/4 (ID) NL535-12 1.09 1000 2.0 .270 N    100
 1 (ID) NL535-16 1.30 1000 3.0 .360 N    100
 1-1/4 (ID) NL535-20 1.56 1000 6.25 .480 N    50
 1-1/2 (ID) NL535-24 1.79 750 7.50 .610 N    50
 2 (ID) NL535-32 2.33 500 10.0 .970 N    50

$ 6.66
7.47
8.88

10.34
12.48
16.53
22.95
45.74

$ 8.43
9.16

10.77
13.70
15.39

$ 56.45
74.71
87.04

110.69
131.34
152.91

$ 5.55
6.22
7.40
8.61

10.40
13.77
19.12
38.11

$ 6.02
6.54
7.69
9.78

10.99

$ 40.32
53.36
62.17
79.06
93.81

109.22

NL535

Convoluted Tube

NL525

Smooth Tube

HYS
NL542 ~ ULTRA HIGH PRESSURE FLUOROPOLYMER HOSE

NL542 ultra high pressure hose is constructed with a Fluoropolymer innercore of 
non-conductive PFA that can be used for a variety of compressed gas cylinder 
fi lling, oxygen, nitrogen, Co2 Carbon Dioxide, and certain outdoor helium appli-
cations where effuse is permisible (a PFA innercore is not for use with hydrogen 
or indoor helium as it can effuse into the atmosphere, only an ETFE innercore will 
prevent effuse of helium or hydrogen).  NL542 can also be used for breathing air 
life support packs, hydraulic phosphate ester transfer, high pressure paint spray, 
epoxy/adhesive systems, and certain high pressure food grade applications.
NL542 incorporates one braided layer of high tensile kevlar fi ber and one layer 
of stainless steel.  This engineered construction reduces weight and improves 
bend radius while increasing burst pressure.  An integral, abrasion resistant, 
smooth Hytrel cover protects the exterior braid.  All lengths are factory coupled 
and certifi ed.  For gas applications, assemblies are to be tested with nitrogen to 
6000psi and, for fl uid transfer applications, to be hydrostatically tested to 9000psi.
Temperature Range:  -460C (-500F) to +1350C (2750F).
Construction: Tube:  PFA tubing.  Cover:  Smooth, black Hytrel protective jacket.  Reinforcement:  Kelvar braided layer, interlayer PTFE 
tape and stainless steel braided layer.
Typical Fittings: *This is a CRITICAL PRESSURE HOSE, follow assembly procedures carefully.  N542xx 2-piece stainless steel 
permanent crimp fi ttings.
Tube  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
  I.D.  Part # Diameter @ 200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 .22” NL542-04 .46” 6000 psi 1.0” .11 Factory    50-150 ft
 .31 NL542-06 .54 6000 2.0 .15 Coupled    50-150
 .40 NL542-08 .71 6000 2.3 .19 & Certifi ed    50-150
*This is a CRITICAL PRESSURE HOSE, follow assembly procedures carefully.

$ 38.64
46.61
53.16

$ 32.20
38.84
44.30

NL542 shown 
w/ Male NPT

NL542 shown 
w/ Female JIC
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NL3420 is a stripwound galvanized metal hose that is manufactured by spirally 
winding a preformed continuous metal strip (0.030” thick).  A special high tem-
perature packing allows this hose to be used for suction or discharge up to 100 
psi and for use up to +2320C (4500F).  Standard lengths are 20ft (others available 
from the factory) with reusable solid male NPT (N342xMR-xxxMI) or swivel female 
pipe ends (N342xFR-xxxMI). DO NOT twist the hose during installation as it 
will cause the hose to unwind and result in leakage/failure.  DO NOT fl ush 
with diesel or fuel as it will degrade the packing material.

Temperature Range:  -290C (-200F) to +2320C (4500F) under continuous service.
Construction: Slightly ribbed, stripwound galvanized metal hose with a high temperature packing.  The NL3420 Heavy Duty is made from 
0.030” metal strip and the NL3421 Light Duty has a 0.018” thickness.
Typical Fittings:  Specially designed reusable fi ttings for metal hot tar & asphalt only.  DO NOT twist the hose during installation.

*Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 20’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3” NL3420-300 3.40” 100 psi - 2.75 See Below    $ POR $ POR $ POR 20/30/60ft
*Other sizes are available on special request.

PTT

These are 0.015” lined, medium duty interlocked metal hoses with a smooth 
internal metal bore specifi cally designed for the transfer of a wide variety of dry 
bulk or hot, abrasive materials (such as grain, pellets, ash, powder, fertilizers, 
and razor sharp objects that ruin rubber/urethane hoses).  Unlike rubber material 
handling hoses which are typically only suitable up to +820C (1800F), certain 
styles of lined interlocked metal hose are suitable up to +9850C (18000F).  Our 
“non-packed” all galvanized metal hose (NL3660) is designed for use up to 
+2320C (4500F) and the standard “cotton packed” all stainless steel (NL3670) is 
suitable up to +1500C (3000F).  Other packing materials for higher temperatures 
are available.  The “pack ing” provides for added sealing capabilities throughout 
the length of the hose and reduces pressure loss or withstand greater vacuum 
(ratings vary, max 15 psi to 15 in/hg of vacuum as an example).  This hose is 
“directional” meaning that the fl ow is only designed to go in one direction as 
indicated on the hose - so it is important to determine what is the outlet end 
and inlet end confi guration.  Standard lengths are 25’ and both the NL3660 and 
NL3670 are available in sizes 1-1/2” to 16”.
*Service life of material handling hoses may vary depending on the operating conditions and the product being conveyed.  Always rotate 
the hose regularly for even wear and inspect the tube for degradation before use.  This hose is “directional” meaning that the fl ow is only 
designed to go in one direction as indicated on the hose.
Temp. Range:  NL3660 non-packed all galvanized:  -510C (-600F) to +2320C (4500F)

              NL3670 cotton packed all stainless:  -510 C (-600F) to +1500C (3000F) - others for higher temperatures are available.
Construction: Tube/Liner:  Flat, fully interlocked stripwound 0.015” non-packed galvanized steel (NL3660) or stainless steel with a cotton 
packing (NL3670).  Cover/Armour:  Flat, fully interlocked stripwound 0.018” galva nized steel (NL3660) or stainless steel (NL3670).
Typical Fittings:  Special, permanently affi xed external fi ttings (solid male NPT, camlocks, and 150 lb fl anges are standard).

MTL

   
ID x Lgth Part # Weight Ends  Stock Price/ea
 3” x 20’  A3420300x20-RMM 65 lbs MNPT e/e  B
 3” x 20’ A3420300x20-RMF 67 MNPT x Fem Pipe Swiv  N 
 3” x 20’ A3420300x20-RFF 69 Fem Pipe Swiv e/e N 

$ POR
POR
POR

NL3420 ~ GALVANIZED METAL HOT TAR & ASPHALT

NL3660/3670 ~ LINED INTERLOCKED METAL HOSE W/ SMOOTH BORE

Users must follow proper “directional 
fl ow” - indicated on hose

PTT

NL6050 Single-Ply Metal Ducting is a venting hose that will retain its shape when 
formed and is designed for fi xed installations.  This ducting provides an alternative 
from heavier hoses and is only used for air, fumes, or exhausts in residential 
and commercial applications.  We offer it in standard aluminum (NL6050-xxxAL 
sizes 2” through 10” ) or a corrosion resistant 316 stainless steel (NL6050-xxxSS 
sizes 3” through 10”).  The single-ply aluminum is not designed for gas fumes or 
other critical service.  It is available in 10ft or 25ft lengths.

Temperature Range:  Aluminum:  -510C (-600F) to +3150C (6000F);  316 stainless steel:  -510C (-600F) to +8150C (15000F)
Construction: Single-ply aluminum (NL6050-xxxAL) or 316 stainless steel (NL6050-xxxSS) ducting.
Typical Fittings/Clamps:  Sheet metal fi ttings, duct tape.

DCM
NL6050 ~ SINGLE-PLY METAL DUCTING

Directional fl ow - indicated on hose

(NL3670)(NL3660)
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NL6050 ~ SINGLE-PLY METAL DUCTING

“Heated Hose” provides protection against freezing and viscosity control in colder 
environments, food/beverage plants/farms, chemical/bio facilities, etc.  A wide 
variety of hoses in our catalogue can be thermally insulated and include special 
electric heater elements to prevent freezing of the product being conveyed.  When 
choosing a “heated hose”, the standard STAMPED information must be obtained 
just like a normal hose application, and then additional information related to the 
heater portion (as if it were an appliance), such as:  voltage requirements for the 
hook-up, lead wire plug type and length, plug-and-play or control required (and 
if so, what type of controller is desired), accuracy required, specifi c temperature 
ranges desired, explosion proof classifi cations, type of external hose protectant 
required if dragging around, will hoses be used indoors or outdoors, and other 
special application requirements.  It should be noted that “heated hoses” typically 
do NOT provide freeze protection of connected accessories or supply lines, 
they simply keep the product moving through the hose.  Heated hoses have a 
fi nite lifespan and should be installed where they can be easily maintained or 
accessed.  Also, they must not be operated in a coil or overlapped confi gura-
tion - uncoil each length and allow space between each length if multiple lines 
are used.  They should be treated with caution and avoid walking on them or 
crushing/kinking the hose in any way.

Construction:  Interior core hose is based on STAMPED information and can be standard hoses in this catalogue.  These hoses are then 
wrapped with thermal insulators, then strands of heater elements and additional thermal insulators followed by an exterior protective cover.
Typical Fittings/Clamps:  Various ends listed in this catalogue - application dependent; the insulation, heater elements, and external pro-
tective components are encased onto the ends.

Do not cut, splice, or repair “heated” 
hoses.  Special attention to electrical 
ratings & proper grounding methods.

SPL
NL9200 ~ HEATED HOSE

Fitting
End Cap

External Jacket

Thermal Insulation

Heating Conductor
Metal Braiding

Inner Core

Temperature
SensorPlug Connection

Connection
Cable

This is a medium duty, fully interlocked stripwound hose that is commonly used 
for high temperature automotive/truck, marine, and industrial “dry” exhaust, 
carburetor air intake, high temperature fumes, or as a protective armour.  In dry 
exhaust applications, a rubber hose will typically popcorn/burn and fail (not for use 
in “wet” exhaust applications).  It is available in galvanized steel (NL3690- sizes 
1-1/4” through 16”) or stainless steel (NL3695- sizes 1-1/2” through 12”) with a 
wall thickness of .018 inches (.024 also available NL3691 Galv).  All sizes/types 
sold in 10’ or 25’ lengths only.  This hose is NOT for liquids, abrasive transfer, 
or asphalt - see our NL3660/3670/3420 lined version.

Temperature Range:  -930C (-2000F) to +4540C (8500F)
Construction: Fully interlocked stripwound .018 gauge, unlined metal hose (NL3691 .024 gauge also available).
Typical Fittings/Clamps:  This hose is typically not used with fi ttings.  Use pipe joints or weld ends.

MTL
NL3690/95 ~ UNLINED INTERLOCKED METAL EXHAUST HOSE

Z02
NL9205/NL9207 ~ HEATED GARDEN HOSE & WATER SUPPLY LINE

This garden hose & water supply line is used in applications where users do not 
want the water to freeze inside the hose during the winter season - such as on 
a farm, livestock feed areas, R/V, carwash, residential, or other light commercial 
water supply applications.  Once plugged in, a built-in thermostat (under the black 
bend restrictor at coupling) will activate a heating element through the hose and 
prevent the water from freezing if temperatures outside the thermostat fall below 
5-70C (40-450F) and then will turn off if over 12-140C (50-570F).  You do not have 
to plug/unplug the hose and turn on and off, the thermostat will monitor and do 
the work.  Do not cover or insulate the thermostat and ONLY plug into a Ground 
Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI, does not work with DC voltage).  This hose will 
NOT provide freeze protection for the water supply pipe/copper tube, hose bib 
valve, or spigot - it simply keeps the water fl owing through the hose and does not 
heat the water or components.  It meets UL499/CSA C22.22 no.72 requirements 
and is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds.  Although it is manufactured 
with   compliant compounds for drinking water, it is generally not for use in critical 
or permanent applications.  Inspect the cord before using (comes with a 6ft cord, 
extension cords should not be used).  Do not pull/tug on the hose and choose 
the proper length as power does not pass from length to length if daisy-chained 
together.  Store indoors after winter season or when not in use.

Do not cut, splice, repair or attach two lengths. 
Note electrical ratings & only use GFCI plug that is 
properly grounded.

1/2” & 5/8” Sizes are 
Packaged for Retail Display

Y MMMMMMMMEEEETAL DUCTINGNGGY

1/2” & 5/8” 
with GHT End 

2” with Aluminum 
Camlocks

For more information
refer to the:
Disc harge & Washdown Section - Pg. 46 
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This hose is used as a fl exible connection between the Kelly and the bit and drill 
string while drilling mud is pumped through the system at very high pressures.
Being a critical component to the drilling process this rotary hose is specially 
made from fl exible rubber and heavy duty steel cables to prevent lines from fail-
ing and potentially shutting an entire rig down.  Testing/Certifi cation available at 
an extra charge (THYD-).  For “Goldendrill” brand Rotary Drilling/Vibrator hose, 
refer to A9060 3000psi, A9061 4350psi, A9062 5000psi, and A9063 7500psi.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction: Tube: Black oil resistant nitrile.  Cover:  Black oil, weather and abrasion resistant neoprene.  Reinforcement:  Multiple plies
of nylon cord with two spiral wound, high tensile, multiple strand cables, mechanically secured to built-in nipples.
Typical Fittings:  *WARNING:  Custom Manufactured Assemblies Only.  Built-in hammer unions.

095
AFC254 &  AFC500 ~ OILFIELD KELLY HOSE 4000 PSI & 5000 PSI

Kelly hose is a high pressure hose that connects the standpipe to the oilfi eld kelly 
and allows free vertical movement of the kelly while facilitating the fl ow of drilling 
fl uid through the system and down the drill string.  Our FC254 (and formerly 
GH506) and FC500 have a 4-to-1 safety factor and must be coupled with API 
ends for Kelly applications;  as per Occupational Health & Safety, safety lines/
chains must also be used to fasten the kelly hose at the standpipe end to the 
derrick and at the swivel end of the swivel housing.  It is available pre-made in a 
variety of lengths (15ft, 20ft, 25ft, 30ft, etc), use AFC254 for 4000psi & AFC500 
for 5000psi.  Testing/certifi cation is available at an extra charge (THYD-).
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +1270C (2600F).
Construction: Tube:  Black seamless, oil resistant synthetic rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, black oil and weather resistant synthetic rubber. 
Reinforcement:  Four heavy spirals of high tensile steel wire.
Typical Fittings: *This is a CRITICAL PRESSURE HOSE, follow assembly procedures carefully.  1EA32AP32 API threads only in 
Kelly Hose applications.

MIS
OILFIELD GRADE C 4000 PSI & GRADE D 5000 PSI ROTARY DRILLING HOSE

095
A9040 & A9045 ~ OILFIELD BLOWOUT PREVENTER ( BOP) HOSE 3000 PSI & 5000 PSI

This hose is used as a fl exible connection to control BOP’s (Blowout Preventers) 
and associated valves that control well pressure during drilling operations.  Its 
fi re resistant cover provides superior fl exibility and offers excellent resistance 
to oil, abrasion, kinking and refl ects radiant heat.  Tested to Lloyd’s Register 
requirements and EUB Directive 36 to withstand 700°C (1292°F) for more than 
5 minutes at full working pressure.  Our assembly part numbers include a man-
datory hydrostatic testing/certifi cation supplied with test tag, serial number & 
test certifi cate.  For pre-made common lengths, refer to A9040 for 3000psi and 
A9045 for 5000psi.  It is available in sizes 3/8” through 2” ID.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +1000C (2120F)
Construction: Tube:  Black oil resistant nitrile.  Cover:  Wrapped, red, fi re & abrasion resistant neoprene.  Reinforcement:  Multiple plies 
of spirally wrapped high tensile steel wire and composed of various insulating layers to protect the inner tube from external heat.
Typical Fittings:  *This is a CRITICAL PRESSURE HOSE, follow assembly procedures carefully.  Male NPT threaded ends with fl ame 
resistant sleeve over ferrules, BOP quick connects.

NL9070 ~ RVC  REVERSE DRILLING
MCZ

NL9070 is specifi cally designed for use on reverse drilling rigs to transfer abrasive 
materials.  This is a thick, extra heavy, highly abrasion resistant hose that is long 
lasting.  The 3” and 4” sizes have a 1/4” thick tube while the 6” and 8” have a 
1/2” thick tube.  As for the reinforcement, the 3” has 6 plies, the 4” and 6” have 
8 plies, and the 8” has 10 plies.

Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +820C (1800F)
Construction: Tube:  Black Tufsyn rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, blue Pliofl ex rubber.  Reinforcement:  Multiple plies of spiraled fabric.
Typical Fittings:

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Bulk  Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Only  Price/ft Length
 3” NL9070-300 4.19” 600 psi - 3.30 N -   100 ft
 4 NL9070-400 5.41 600 - 5.01 N -   100
 6 NL9070-600 7.91 600 - 10.26 N -   100
 8 NL9070-800 9.88 600 - 12.86 N -   100

$ POR
POR
POR
POR

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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Hydrocarbon drain hose is a specialty wire braid hose designed for draining hy-
drocarbons from tanks, vessels, and piping systems in oil refi neries & chemical 
plants. NL3050 has a heavy duty oil & abrasion resistant cover, double wire braid 
reinforcing and RMA Class A oil resistant tube.  Users often use other styles of 
petro-chemical hose or hydraulic hose for such an application, however this hose 
is specially labelled/branded on its exterior for hydrocarbon use.

Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +1210C (2500F)
Construction: Tube:  Black nitrile (RMA Class A).  Cover:  Wrapped, blue hypalon rubber with a green stripe.  Reinforcement:  Two wire braid.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Boss Ground Joints, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, Interlocking Bolt Clamps, Crimp Sleeves, Whipcheck Safety 
Cables.

Inside  Outside Working Bend Weight  Regular Std 25’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/4” NL3050-075 1.31”       300 psi 4” .60 C $ POR                  $ POR               $ POR 100 ft

NL3050 ~ HYDROCARBON DRAIN HOSE

NL1040 ~ GREEN NITROGEN/AIR SERVICE HOSE

PTZ

AIZ

This hose is used to connect the BOP to the fl are pit or fl are tank.  When a 
“kick” is encountered at shallow depths, the well often cannot be shut in safely; 
therefore, a diverter line is used to allow the well to fl ow through a side outlet.

Temperature Range:  -320C (-250F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction: Tube: Black nitrile (RMA Class A).  Cover:  Wrapped, red, fi re & abrasion resistant neoprene & bonded fi berglass.  Rein-
forcement:  Two wire braid.  Typical Fittings:  *This is a CRITICAL PRESSURE HOSE, follow assembly procedures carefully.  Male
NPT crimped-on threaded ends, hammer unions.

OILFIELD DIVERTER HOSE 250 PSI
OIL

This hose is used on ultra high pressure (ranging from 16,000 to 18,560 psi) 
instrumentation packages for gauges, pressure testing, tooling, and control 
panels.  Due to the critical nature and pressure rating of this hose, it comes with 
factory installed fi ttings and must be pressure tested prior to fi eld use.  Regular 
assemblies (A630) come in 50ft, 75ft, and 100ft lengths with 1/4” male NPT ends, 
however other lengths and end confi gurations are available.

Temperature Range:  -300C (-200F) to +600C (1400F)
Construction: Tube:  Black Polyamide (PA).  Cover:  Smooth, black Polyurethane.  Reinforcement:  4 layers of high tensile steel wire.
Typical Fittings:  *This is a CRITICAL PRESSURE HOSE, follow assembly procedures carefully.  Factory crimped-on ends.

NL630 / A630 ~ OILFIELD HYDRAULIC TEST CONTROL RECORDER HOSE
HYZ

For more information
refer to the:
Heavy Duty Air Section - Pg. 24 

Standard “air” hoses can be used with nitrogen, however many plants and industrial 
facilities designate certain colours for their nitrogen system to prevent accidental 
connection or use of nitrogen in general air, confi ned space, or breathing air sys-
tems.  A nitrogen enriched environment or system, which depletes oxygen from 
the air, cannot be detected by human smell and will result in asphyxiation (nitrogen 
containing no oxygen can only be detected with special instruments).  Our NL1040 
has an abrasion, weather, and ozone resistant “green” cover.  It is also available 
with a blue cover (NL1041) for those plants or facilities that require blue as their 
colour of choice for nitrogen.

Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +930C (1800F)
Construction: Tube:  Black synthetic rubber.  Cover:  Wrapped, green SBR/EPDM rubber blend with a yellow layline stripe.  Reinforcement: 
Multiple plies of synthetic yarn.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Boss Ground Joints, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, Interlocking Bolt Clamps, Crimp Sleeves, Whipcheck Safety Cables. 
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Kelly Hose

Vibrator Hose

Rotary Hose

BOP Line

Black Cat Frac is manufactured with specially blended rubber compounds 
designed to convey fl uids used in the oil fi eld market for fracturing applications 
such as;  petroleum based fl uids, non-potable or salt water, fracturing solutions 
& slurries.  Black Cat Frac provides the ultimate durability & performance, with 
its 4-ply poly fabric reinforcement which allows it to provide superior strength 
while offering a light weight per foot ratio and better fl exibility compared to other 
competitive products.  Black Cat Frac also incorporates Eaton’s BRUISER cover 
which is proven to provide up to 700 times the wear resistance of conventional 
rubber covered hoses & offers a smooth cover fi nish which provides ease of 
handling & maneuvering in the fi eld.  Black Cat Frac is a 400psi frac hose with a 
4:1 safety factor that is truly built to outlast & outperform in fracing applications!

Temperature Range: -400C (-400F) to +930C (2000F).
Construction: Tube:  Black seamless oil resistant (RMA Class A) specially blended rubber.  Reinforcement:  4-Ply Poly Fabric.  Cover: 
Black, wrapped, oil, weather & extremely abrasion BRUISER cover. 
Typical Fittings:  One piece Hammer Union Frac Fitting, Crimp Style Combination Nipples.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
   3” EHP00148 3.69” 400 psi 9.0” 2.05 C    100 ft
   4  EHP00164 4.69 400 11.0 2.67 C    100

OIL
OILFIELD CHOKE & KILL HOSE 5000 PSI

This hose can be used as a choke line which connects the BOP to the bleed-
off manifold to apply back pressure on the formation while circulating out fl uid 
into the bore following a “kick”.  Or as a kill line to provide a means of pumping 
fl uid into the well bore when normal circulation through the drill string cannot be 
employed.  It is manufactured with a special abrasion and fl ame resistant cover 
to prevent excessive heat damage while in service, but is also available with 
an optional stainless steel armour cover for added heat resistance.  Testing/
Certifi cation available at an extra charge (THYD-).

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction: Tube: Black oil and abrasion resistant hydrogenated nitrile.  Cover:  Special fl ame resistant red neoprene with optional 
stainless steel armor.  Reinforcement: Multiple plies of textile cord and spirally wound, high tensile, multiple strand steel cables.
Typical Fittings:  *This is a CRITICAL PRESSURE HOSE, follow assembly procedures carefully.  API Type 6B Flanges, hammer unions. 
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